When you need patent research support, you should be confident that the search strategy, analysis, and report will meet the legal and technical objectives underlying your request. Landon IP’s people are the industry’s patent and technical literature search experts and thought leaders. We provide the quality assurance you need because we offer the most in-depth and customizable global searches in the industry.
In addition to our more than 9,000 customers at law firms and corporations around the world, the USPTO has relied on Landon IP to support their PCT search work since 2005. Furthermore, we regularly teach patent searching for Patent Resources Group, the industry’s leading educational provider. And we literally wrote the book on professional patent research – Patent Searching: Tools & Techniques. Landon IP also developed the Intelegist® website, a revolutionary online tool for the IP industry that offers objective information on patent searching resources.

Landon IP – The Art of Patent Searching®

Landon IP offers every possible type of search throughout the lifecycle of a patent. If you have a need for a search that doesn’t fit neatly into one of the major search types discussed below, ask us -- we can develop a custom solution to meet your needs.

Patentability (novelty) – Designed to assist attorneys who need to provide clients with opinions as to patentability. We search global patents, published applications, and non-patent literature, regardless of language or location.

Also, included in this category are pre-filing searches and U.S. accelerated examination searches. Pre-filing searches are basic patentability searches designed to support an early decision on the viability of a preliminary claim or single inventive concept. The USPTO’s Accelerated Examination Program requires the submission of a pre-examination search document that addresses each claim limitation in the patent application. Our Accelerated Examination searches are designed to meet all of the USPTO’s requirements, to help ensure fast approval.

Invalidity (validity or enforcement readiness) – Designed to assist customers in building a defense against infringement claims, providing opinions of validity, or conducting due diligence for mergers and acquisitions or licensing. Based on the patent number and the specific claim you intend to invalidate, we search patents, published applications, and technical publications. If a patent can be invalidated, we will do whatever it takes to get it done, including searching obscure, non-traditional sources anywhere in the world.

Invalidity searches may also be conducted to support validity challenges for various global post-grant proceedings, which provide alternatives to litigation. A customer may also request a validity search covering their own patent, if they want to assess its strength in preparation for potential enforcement of that patent.

Freedom to Operate (clearance, right to practice) – Designed to assist attorneys in providing clients with advice on infringement avoidance or product clearance. Based on real or hypothetical product specifications, we identify claims in unexpired (in-force) patents that may be of interest, claims of published patent applications that may become an obstacle in the future, or claims of expired patents to illustrate that the product already belongs in the public domain. Our experienced and thoroughly trained analysts do not just conduct a search -- we know the best way to accurately map product features to the claim.

State of the Art (collection) – Designed to document existing innovation relating to a general product or business method. We search recently published global patent literature and other technical information across all major facets of the subject area to provide you with a panoramic view of the technology. When we’re done, you will have a complete understanding of what’s going on in your targeted technology.
Why Landon IP’s Patent Search Team?

• We have a large in-house, full-time team of experienced relationship managers and searchers around the world. This team includes many patent agents, attorneys, and former patent examiners, as well as former practicing engineers and scientists, many of whom hold advanced degrees in their technology.

• Our project management process hinges on intensive customer involvement and interaction, which is crucial to an effective search project. Our approach is consultative, highly communicative, responsive, and high-touch. Our multiple offices, located in the top global patenting jurisdictions, allow us to provide service locally, while working together globally.

• Every search relies on multiple search engines, databases, and libraries for patents and technical literature, with a search strategy customized to meet the customer’s specific needs. We keep drilling, often in multiple languages, creatively pursuing all possible avenues. We regularly use over 30 language- and technology-specific professional database systems, and our extensive experience and deep knowledge of these tools promote more efficient searching.

• Our analyst team includes native speakers of languages other than English, drawn from all of our global offices. This allows us to perform native language searching in all major European and Asian languages, both online and on the ground, which is critical to many patent search projects.

• Our Reference Desk, staffed by librarians and technical literature specialists, centralizes our expertise and knowledge of the best manual and automated sources for technical literature (abstracts and full copies) anywhere in the world. If the document exists, we will find it.

• We understand the level of effort required to conduct all types of searches. You’ll know the exact cost and time frame for every search up front, before we begin work.

• We will deliver your search results in whatever format you prefer, ranging from a full report to a comparative feature matrix, verbal report, or any other delivery mechanism. You decide. And you will not just be given data that you need to sift through and make sense of; our reports are designed to facilitate your review of the results.

• All of our searchers have gone through our internal training program. This ensures that every searcher on every project consistently follows our industry-leading search strategies and techniques. Our team also benefits from course content provided by Patent Resources Group, our training subsidiary.

Landon IP provides the most in-depth and customizable patent and technical literature searches in the industry. Collaborate with our experts using our proven resources and processes to get the high-quality search results you need.
In addition to professional patent searching, Landon IP provides other global support services throughout the patent lifecycle, including analytics and technology consulting, information research and document retrieval, and patent and technical translations. The numbers speak for themselves.

Our customers include:

- 58 of the 100 Top Global Innovators
- 30 of the top 100 companies in the Fortune Global 500
- 39 of the top 50 EPO corporate patent applicants
- 88 of the top 100 patent law firms on *Intellectual Property Today*’s list
- All of the top 10 busiest U.S. patent litigation law firms on Lex Machina’s list

Landon IP is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, U.S., just a few blocks from the offices of the USPTO. We also have offices in:
- Southfield, Michigan, U.S.
- London, United Kingdom
- Frankfurt, Germany
- Tokyo, Japan
- Gurgaon, India
- Shanghai, China
- Seoul, Korea

For more information about how Landon IP can help your organization, visit our website at [www.landon-ip.com](http://www.landon-ip.com) or contact us:

- **In North America** at +1 703.486.1150 or mail@landon-ip.com
- **In Europe** at +44 (0)20 7549 0685 or europe@landon-ip.com
- **In Japan** at +81 (0)3 4520 5545 or japan@landon-ip.com
- **In Greater China** at +86 (0)21 5239 9929 or china@landon-ip.com
- **In Korea** at +82 (0)2 2008 4620 or korea@landon-ip.com
- **In India** at +91 124 402 8871 or india@landon-ip.com

---

**Patent Resources Group (PRG) Training Services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRG Patent Prosecution Bar Prep Courses</td>
<td>PRG Post-Grant Patent Practice Courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRG Patent Licensing Courses</td>
<td>PRG Patent Litigation Courses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Patent Resources Group, Inc. (PRG) is a CPA Global company and has been the leading educator of patent professionals for over 45 years.*